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Book Descriptions:

canon eos rebel k2 film camera manual

This page requires Javascript. Modify your browsers settings to allow Javascript to execute. See your
browsers documentation for specific instructions. To install your download click on the name of the
downloaded file.The shutter does not release until focus is achieved. a. OneShot AF Autofocus locks
when focusing is achieved. b. Predictive AI Servo AF Continuously tracks subject movement and
achieves focus before the exposure starts. C. Al Focus AF for automatic switching between OneShot
AF and predictive AF for moving subjects. 2. Manual Focus Setting the lens focus mode switch to MF
enables manual focusing with the focusing ring.Metered ManualAutomatically clears upon
completion. Cancellable midway.Auto popup and serialcontrolled.The icon lights in viewfinder when
ready.After film positioning and back over closure, the film automatically winds to the 1st
frame.Midroll rewinding possible.Batter level is indicated in one of four levels.Subject to change
without notice.Recommended Software File Name Date File Size Optional Software File Name Date
File Size Recommended Manuals File Name Date File Size Optional Manuals File Name Date File
Size The Limited International Warranty is only effective upon presentation of the warranty card and
proof of purchase. Equipment covered by this Warranty will be repaired by Canon International
Warranty Members located in the United States, Canada, Australia, the United Kingdom and New
Zealand WITHOUT CHARGE. List of Canon International Warranty Members included with the
equipment. Equipment covered by this Warranty will be repaired by Canon International Warranty
Members WITHOUT CHARGE, except for insurance, transportation and handling charges. See list of
Canon International Warranty Members included with the
equipment.http://parcguyweber.free.fr/photos51/hp-4345-technical-manual.xml

canon eos rebel k2 film camera manual, canon eos rebel k2 film camera manual,
canon eos rebel k2 film camera manual pdf, canon eos rebel k2 film camera manual
2017, canon eos rebel k2 film camera manual free, canon eos rebel k2 film camera
manual 2016, canon eos rebel k2 film camera manual review, canon eos rebel k2 film
camera manual online, canon eos rebel k2 film camera manual youtube, canon eos
rebel k2 film camera manual watch.

When returning equipment for warranty service, the shipping charges must be prepaid and the
equipment should be shipped in its original carton or box, or an equivalent, properly packed to
withstand the hazards of shipment and be fully insured. A copy of this warranty card and proof of
purchase should be enclosed, as well as a description of the problem, film samples, etc. This
warranty only covers defective materials or workmanship encountered in normal use of the
equipment, and does not apply in the following cases Fred Thomas Drive, P.O. Box 33336, Takapuna
Auckland Canon UK Ltd. Brent Trading Centre. North Circular Road Neasden, London NW10 OJF
Canon U.S.A., One Canon Park, Melville, NY 11747 The above address is not to be used for the
MAILIN SERVICE program Scroll down to easily select items to add to your shopping cart for a
faster, easier checkout. Visit the Canon Online Store Adapter EcC, EdC With three lens elements in
three groups, chromatic aberration and distortion are effectively corrected to give crystalclear
images. Eye fatigue is not a problem even after prolonged use.Holds 12 Cameras bodies, 34 lenses
and accessories. Inside measurements W x H x D 10 x 14.75 x 5 inches. Rugged nylon,
waterrepellent, urethane coated for extra durability. Wellarranged divider system for secure storage
and easy access. Lightweight construction, padded shoulder straps and back for comfort. Front
webbing ideal for storing a light jacket. Tripod carrying straps. Color Black with Olive.Front and
Rear zippered pouches. Zippered fulllength mesh pouch inside top cover. Divider system for secure
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storage and easy access.It is designed to hold two 35mm SLR bodies, 5 8 lenses, plus film and
accessories.It features a 3way pan head for precise control and smooth movement. The 3section
tubular leg construction allows for exceptional stability indoors or
out.http://www.buonomo.it/userfiles/hp-4345-repair-manual.xml

The Deluxe Tripod 300 features a 3 way pan head for precise control while the 3 section tubular leg
construction allows enhanced stability indoors and outdoors.The lens fits into the eyepiece holder of
you EOS camera. Please see the Compatibility tab for a list of compatible EOS cameras.The lens fits
into the eyepiece holder of you EOS camera. The lens fits into the eyepiece holder of you EOS
camera.The lens fits into the eyepiece holder of you EOS camera. The lens fits into the eyepiece
holder of you EOS camera. The lens fits into the eyepiece holder of you EOS camera. The lens fits
into the eyepiece holder of you EOS camera. Requires Rubber Frame Ef, Eb or Ec The lens fits into
the eyepiece holder of you EOS camera. Made from Cordura Nylon. Large Zippered Front Accessory
Pocket. Zippered Mesh Pocket Inside Top Lid. Two Side Accessory Zippered Pockets. Tripod Loops
on Bottom. Five Movable, Padded Internal Dividers. Two Strap Handles with Grip. Removable
Shoulder Strap. Rubber Feet for Ground Protection. It features a foam grip on the top leg section, a
hand strap, flip lock leg sections, and rubber leg tip.Features adjustable tripod straps, and high
strength buckles for the main compartment. The Canon logo is embroidered on the top flap. Interior
Padding for Cushioning. Front Zippered Accessory Pocket. Touch Fastened Closure. Shoulder Strap.
With this Table of Content, you can directly go to the certain part of this article simply by clicking
the sub topic below. Contents show 1 An Introduction to Canon EOS Rebel K2 Manual 1.1 Canon
EOS Rebel K2 Whole Look 1.2 The Specification of Canon EOS Rebel K2 1.3 Canon EOS Rebel K2
Price and Impression 2 Canon EOS Rebel K2 Manual An Introduction to Canon EOS Rebel K2
Manual It is such a perpetuation that a product, especially for the digital camera product, can’t be
separated from its manual. By using this manual, user will be able to understand about their product
deeper.

Therefore, operating and treating the camera better will be something possible. This is exactly why
we provide the Canon EOS Rebel K2 Manual. The only aim is to educate the users of this camera to
use this product better so that they can result a good photographical image Related article Canon
EOS Rebel GII Manual A Manual to Outstanding Film Camera Canon EOS Rebel K2 Whole Look It is
such a tradition for us to talk about the product specification first before directly jumping in to the
Canon EOS Rebel K2 Manual. And as a starter, we will begin with something obvious first, the
overall Look of this Canon camera product. Comes as other frontrunners of Rebel series, this camera
has been completed with such an elegant look. It has stylish appearance with its 5.1 x 3.5 x 2.5
inches dimension. For the weight, Rebel K2 might win your heart by its 365 grams of weight without
batteries. While for the approximation weight with batteries included is about 415 grams. Moreover,
for the batteries, this camera uses two CR2 Lithium batteries which are placed inside the grip of
camera. On the surface of the camera, you are going to find the Date and Time Imprint panel too.
This panel shows you the recent date and hour. This is the hardware that will help you so much in
reminding the time. Moreover, you can also find another LCD Panel of this device. The panel is
designed way wider to show more complex items. It tells you in detail about the battery status,
frame counter, flash mode, shutter speed, and many more The Specification of Canon EOS Rebel K2
As a product of world’s wellknown camera manufacturer, the specification of Canon EOS Rebel K2
must be upper hand. Based on the Canon EOS Rebel K2 manual, this camera is produced as the
alternative option for those who are willing to buy Canon Rebel series. Rebel K2 is bundled with
35mm focal plane shutter single lens reflex camera. Almost all the EF lenses are compatible with the
body of this camera except EFS lens.

Similar article A Digital Camera Guidance Canon EOS1D C Manual User Guide To get the perfect
focus, EOS Rebel K2 User Manual is completed by TTLSIR CMOS Sensor. Through this feature, you
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are allowed to manage two focusing techniques; manual focus and automatic focus autofocus. It is
also easy to create focus of the image since all you need to do is pressing halfway on the shutter
button. Builtin flash feature is also interesting to be tried. The flash is made of retractable TTL auto
flash pentaprism. You have full control to decide whether to use serialcontrolled or auto popup flash.
This flash has an amazing speed that is for about one millisecond or less, so you won’t miss any
single moment even in the dark area. Other review about this product can be found in this page.
Canon EOS Rebel K2 Price and Impression Price and impression will be the last things to discuss
before we move to the Canon EOS Rebel K2 manual. As Ami Mcphersoon makes her own review at
www.photographyreview.com on November 13, 2015, she said that she brought EOS Rebel K2
camera few years ago for her husband. And at that time, she really has no ideas how to operate a
digital camera. To make long story short, she has purchased many digital cameras, but she keeps
going back to her EOS Rebel K2. Similar Post Canon EOS Rebel T6i User Manual A Superb Camera
with WiFi and NFC This is due to the easy operation that this Canon camera has. She doesn’t even
need a brain to operate that camera; it is that easy to operate. That camera goes every place she
goes for vacations with just simple picture taking. Now she realizes that this camera is the best. And
for you who want to experience the same thing that Ami did, all the things you need to do is
affording it. While for the price, in Amazon.com, a secondhanded Rebel K2 in very good condition is
available for 136 USD.

Canon EOS Rebel K2 Manual As it is stated at the beginning of this article, the aim of providing this
writing is to bring the Canon EOS Rebel K2 manual. This is the manual that will give you the
information related to the specification, features, operation, instruction, camera manual, and others.
So, for you who want to look for information regarding to this Canon camera product, referencing to
the manual below will be the best thing to do. To give you the better access, we will provide the
manual in PDF. So, before reaching out to the manual, it will be better if you download the PDF
reader software first. Download EOS Rebel K2 Manual Read other Canon camera manual user guide
in this page. Find more Camera user manual several other brands in this page. That’s all of the
information related to the Canon EOS Rebel K2 manual. We hope that the information below could
be beneficial to update your understanding toward this camera product. If you have any thoughts
about this product in general, we welcome you to put them in the comment session below. And if you
find this information is useful, sharing this article in your personal page will be so much appreciated.
Share Pinterest Tweet Linkedin Email Prev Article Next Article Related Articles Canon EOS1D Mark
IV Manual, a User Guide for Professional Shooter Bring it Back. The Canon EOS ELAN II and IIE
Manual For User Guidance Leave a Reply Cancel reply This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn
how your comment data is processed. By continuing to use this website, you agree to their use.
Please consider supporting us by disabling your ad blocker. Refresh. Featuring a
highspeedprocessing microcomputer and new algorithms, the camera achieves an AF speed equal to
that of the classleading EOS Kiss 5 as well as exceeding predictive AF performance for more stable
consecutive shooting of moving objects.

Key performance features inherited from the EOS Kiss 5 include a 7point widearea AF system with
five focusing points arranged horizontally within the viewfinder and one each above and below the
center point. The system ensures accurate AF performance with unrestricted framing, regardless of
the position of the subject within the viewfinder. The EOS Kiss Lite also utilizes an enhanced 35zone
evaluative metering sensor linked to each focusing point. Featuring a vastly improved metering
algorithm, the sensor analyzes and makes adjustments for lighting conditions around the subject to
ensure ideal exposure every time. Continuing to redefine the image of SLR cameras, the new EOS
Kiss Lite’s cuttingedge design features a metallicgray exterior finish that conveys an understated
elegance. The model’s ergonomically designed handgrip is overlain with a blackrubber coating for
enhanced handheld comfort and operability as well as a rugged appearance. The camera also
realizes a compact lightweight body measuring 130 x 88 x 64 mm and weighing just 340 grams, the



lightest in the EOS Kiss series. In addition to compact proportions, the EOS Kiss Lite offers an
easyoperation layout with a largesize 22.4 x 30.0 mm LCD data panel on the back of the camera, and
groups all main operating controls together on the righthand side to enable onehanded control of
most functions. The shutter does not release until focus is achieved. a. OneShot AF Autofocus locks
when focusing is achieved. b. Predictive AI Servo AF Continuously tracks subject movement and
achieves focus before the exposure starts. c. AI Focus AF for automatic switching between OneShot
AF and predictive AF for moving subjects. 2. Manual Focus Setting the lens’ focus mode switch to
MF enables manual focusing with the focusing ring. After film positioning and back cover closure,
the film automatically winds to the 1st frame. Midroll rewinding possible. Auto popup and
serialcontrolled.

The icon lights in viewfinder when ready Metered ManualAutomatically clears upon completion.
Cancelable midway. Battery level is indicated in one of four levels. Itll make you feel better, wont it.
If you use Pay Pal, use the link below. Use the above address for a check, M.O. or cash. NOTE they
only print in Black and White. The digital age has its roots in film cameras like the Canon EOS Rebel
K2, a professional SLR released in 2003. The success of Canons entrylevel DSLRsthe Rebel
familytranslates back to film with the K2, an SLR that features full manual settings, of course, but
with easy modes for beginners trying to get the hang of film. Setting Up the Camera Step 1 Turn the
camera upside down and slide the release lever on the battery cover to open it. Insert two CR2
lithium batteries included with the camera or available for purchase from most camera stores. Be
sure to follow the indicated positive and negative signs. Canon doesnt recommend mixing new and
old batteries. Step 2 Attach a lens. The Rebel K2 was typically sold with a 2880mm Canon EF kit
lens, but all Canon EFtype lenses are compatible, as well as thirdparty lenses designed for the
Canon EF lens mount though Canon recommends using Canonbrand lenses for best results. Remove
the body sensor cover and the rear lens cap. Insert the lens, aligning the dot on the lens with the dot
on the camera body, and then twist clockwise to lock it in place. Be sure to set the lens for auto
focus if applicable. Turn the cameras mode dial to any setting except off. Press down on the cover
release latch on the rear of the camera to open the back panel. Insert the film, tilting it slightly
outward at the top so that the spool can catch on the bottom first. Align the films leader with the
triangle mark along the bottom edge. Close the back cover. The Rebel K2 will automatically wind
and load the film, during which time the frame count will appear as a target icon.

The shutter fires once when the film is loaded, and the camera detects the ISO speed automatically
you should use DXcoded film. Taking Photos Step 1 Spin the mode selection dial on top of the
camera to the green square icon to turn on full automatic mode. The Rebel K2 will set everything for
you aperture, shutter speed and exposure values. Aim the camera at your subject by looking through
the viewfinder, and then tap the shutter button half way to autofocus the shot. Press the button the
rest of the way down to complete the shot. Step 2 Turn the mode selector dial to one of the basic
settings to shoot in automatic modes specific to the light. Unlike a digital camera, which adjusts the
ISO automatically in these modes to compensate for light values, the Rebel K2 is limited by the film
loaded. ISO 100 and 200 films are too slow for most lowlight photography, so try ISO 800, 1000 or
higher for the latter modes. References Canon EOS Rebel K2 Instructions Canon EOS Rebel K2
Brochures and Manuals About the Author Living in Canada, Andrew Aarons has been writing
professionally since 2003. He holds a Bachelor of Arts in English literature from the University of
Ottawa, where he served as a writer and editor for the university newspaper. Aarons is also a
certified computersupport technician. More Articles How to Use a Minolta Maxxum 7000 Night
Football Photography Tips How to Put Batteries in a Polaroid 600. How to Use a Nikon N80 How to
Take Pictures With a Microscope Instructions for the Promaster 7500EDF. Sony Handycam Vision
Instructions How to Shoot in Low Light With a Nikon. Please choose a different delivery location.Our
payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. We don’t share your credit
card details with thirdparty sellers, and we don’t sell your information to others. Please try



again.Please try again.In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key
to navigate to the next or previous heading.

Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1 In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading
shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. In order to navigate out of this carousel
please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Register a free
business account Please try your search again later.To calculate the overall star rating and
percentage breakdown by star, we don’t use a simple average. Instead, our system considers things
like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews
to verify trustworthiness. Please try again later. Krane 5.0 out of 5 stars I needed a film camera for
my beginning photography class and this one more than satisfied my expectation. Not only was it
compatible with all my Canon lenses, but it also comes with a pop up flash and a hot shoe so I can
mount my Canon 600 EX RT if needed. The controls are also similar to my 5D MK III, so the learning
curve was completely intuitive. Auto loading was an unexpected bonus. One big negative was the
odd CR2 battery which you cant find in any convenience store although it does last a long time. Pros
auto loading, popup flash, hot shoe, compatible with Canon lenses and accessories. Cons no night
light, odd battery, no auto offSeveral reviews I read puts it second best to the Canon Rebel 2000
which I also own. While the two cameras are quite similar the batteries for the K2 are much cheaper
than what I could find for the 2000. I like the fact that Canon EOS full frame lenses also work fine on
my digital Canon slr cameras, although the digital lenses with the white dots do not work on the film
cameras. I like film photos for their dynamic range which is better than my digital cameras. I will
probably keep shooting both film and digital until they stop making film, as has happened for some
film cameras in my collection.

While mine came with the instruction manual, you can get a pdf of the manual on Butkus dot org.Im
on my fifth roll of 35mm right now and this camera hasnt failed me yet. It has a light leak every now
and then but thats not so bad. I love how its automatic and rolls your film for you. It has many
feautres to help newbies like myself as well as a full range of manual options. I would reccomend
getting a diferent set of lens though, as the kit lensalthough producing some rather nice
picturesseem to not capture the essence of the subject really well. Overall, its a great camera. I
bought them online. Other than that it held up just fine and pictures turned out rather decent. This
camera was my first one that I bought for myself 4 years ago and ive taken about 78 rolls of films
throughout the year. Id still reccomend it if you want the familiarity of a DSLR and the nostalgia of a
film camera.If you are familiar with any of the modern Canon dSLR cameras you should be able to
operate this one within a matter of minutes. Youll also find that the light meter is more like what you
are used to and has most of the same features just slightly more obscured since its a basic LCD and
just a handful of buttons. Its also saved my rear on two homework assignments now when my AE1
has had issues. Its quite reliable and Im finding that I use it more than my digital body. Just make
sure to take it to a reputable camera shop for a good cleaning and once over you may have light
meter or shutter timing issues you dont know about when you are buying used, older equipment. I
highly recommend this camera for any digital shooters with EF glass looking to go BACK to film its a
trooper.Im using this for my portraits. So that is not so good. Other than that it is easy to use and
produces nice photos. Cant beat the price of an Andrew Jackson.The pictures it takes are
phenomenal. This would be my second camera that I have purchased for my photography class.

The first one I had did not hold up very well. It lasted me about 3 months. But Ive had the canon EOS
rebel K2 35mm for about 2 years now. It is still holding up very well. Im still looking forward to
taking some more extraordinary photos with my Canon EOS Rebel K2. I would extremely
recommend this camera.The new body seems to be working.will develop film when roll is done.I
actually own much better cameras like the Canon 5D Mark IV but still bought this camera to
dedicate to a side prohect. I had the SL1 when it came out and I just think these are fantastic little



cameras. Definitely perfect for a beginner. Used Very GoodPlease try again.Please try again.Please
choose a different delivery location.In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading
shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1 In order
to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or
previous heading. Register a free business account Please try your search again later.From its
advanced focusing technology to its sophisticated image controls and retractable flash, the K2
makes it easy to shoot the pictures youve always wanted and have the time of your life doing it.
7point Autofocus The Rebel K2s seven focusing points read a wide area of a scene to give you
exquisitely precise focus even when your subject is offcenter. The K2 detects whether your subject is
moving or still, and instantly adjusts the autofocus to match. Specialized shooting modes like
Portrait, Landscape or Sports preset the focusing for the subject at hand. Theres even a Continuous
Shooting Mode to capture sequential action at a fast, silent 1.5 frames per second fps. 35zone
metering system Getting the right exposure is what separates an ordinary picture from an
extraordinary one. Thats why the Rebel K2 is equipped with a 35zone metering system.

Linked to the 7 AF focusing points, the K2s 35zone metering system gives you accurate, consistent
exposure even in tough shooting conditions like strong backlight. In addition to the K2s standard
evaluative metering pattern, the camera also offers centralarea partial metering covering 9.5% of
the picture area. This feature is available in all Creative Zone shooting modes. Shooting Modes
Sometimes you want complete creative control. Other times, you just want to shoot. The Rebel K2
gives you the options to do both, easily. 7 programmed Image Modes Full Auto, Portrait, Landscape,
Closeup, Sports, Night Scene and Flash Off, let you handle common shooting situations
automatically like a pro. For maximum selfexpression, 5 Creative Modes Auto DepthofField AE,
Manual, Aperture Priority, Shutterspeed Priority and Programmed AE let you finesse every detail.
Flash Metering Whether youre using the builtin retractable flash or youve attached an optional
EXseries Speedlite, Canons advanced TTL and ETTL technologies take the guesswork out of SLR
flash photography. By analyzing lighting conditions and focusing zone information, the Rebel K2
automatically gives you the natural, balanced illumination that makes pictures stand out. Easy
Operation The Rebel K2 s design is intuitive and in tune with your needs. A supersized LCD lets you
see camera setting clearly. The intelligent controls are laid out to put everything within close reach
for relaxed, onehanded shooting. The result The camera feels like its a part of you. EF Lenses With
their innovative technology and superior optical quality, Canon EF lenses set the standard the world
over. The Rebel K2 is compatible with the entire range of over 50 Canon EF lenses Not compatible
with EFS lens to give you every creative option. This kit contains the EF 2880 II f 3.55.6 standard
zoom lens. Similar to the EF 2880 I, this lens uses a DC motor instead of a USM to drive the
autofocus.

To calculate the overall star rating and percentage breakdown by star, we don’t use a simple
average. Definitely perfect for a beginner.In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your
heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Discover everything Scribd has to
offer, including books and audiobooks from major publishers. Start Free Trial Cancel
anytime.Browse Books Site Directory Site Language English Change Language English Change
Language. We delete comments that violate our policy, which we encourage you to read. Discussion
threads can be closed at any time at our discretion. Each interval represents a 15 day period. There
is no guarantee that items will always be listed at a price within the provided range. Having said
that this camera is fast. Super quick focus and film advance. Its a film camera that resonds like a
DSLR. Its small and compact for an SLR and a great camera for those just getting into film
photography.. Read full review Read less Verified purchase Yes by goodoljack April 25, 2018 Solid
little film slr The Canon EOS Rebel 2000 was one of the last great film cameras before the digital
revolution. It is a really great little camera. Its super lightweight and has a lot of great features. The
image quality of the Rebel is top notch, and with the ability to scan negatives and being able to



archive your developed negatives, your images are protected forever. No worrying about when, not
if, that hard drive is going to crash; because it is going to crash. Negatives saved in albums are
forever. On of the many reasons so many people are coming back to film.. Read full review Read less
Verified purchase Yes by charlesosborne2002 September 13, 2017 Just what I wanted I was
delighted with this, and surprised at how light it was for a full frame SLR. I wanted something for
full frame and could not afford digital.

I have a Canon digital 650D like the Rebel series, so the Canon EF lenses work on both, or my M42
screw mount manual lenses with adapter work on both. Most of the features are alike in operation.
For important photos I can shoot APSC in digital and full frame with film.. Read full review Read less
Verified purchase Yes by bdiana46 March 02, 2017 Cannon EOS Rebel 2000 The picture quality is
amazing for the pictures I need to take for my photography class and the camera is in a surprisingly
excellent condition. It had a full battery, all of the buttons and nobs worked, and hardly any
scratches on the camera so it was almost like new. I like that this camera has an automatic and
manual program to choose from. Unless you dont know how to work the iOS, exposure and shutter
speed then automatic is for you.. Read full review Read less Verified purchase Yes by lcmldau4lf1ia
July 05, 2016 I love it. Best film camera I ever had the pleasure of working with. Its feel light and
nice on my hand. Easy to use and has automatic focus. The only thing that I may not like is the sound
it makes when I photograph someone without them noticing. Other then that it the best camera
ever!. Read full review Read less Verified purchase Yes Show more Show less by jke6344 August 13,
2011 Very disappointing I have used 2 rolls of film and the quality of the prints is poor. The pictures
are grainy and grayish. The color is poor. I am very disappointed in the product esp. Camera body
has some imperfections, box has wear see photos. Box is missing strap and battery. Our intention is
not deceive anyone. We describe the positives along with the negatives. We try to give you as much
information as possible and a direct link to the manufacturer if possible. The sevenpoint focusing
system, 35zone metering system, and extensive range of shutter speeds promise results in
challenging lighting conditions and with fast moving scenes.


